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„Foam Talent 2022“, installation view at The Cube, © Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation, Photo: Robert Schittko
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Image 5
Olgaç Bozalp, from the series “Home: Leaving One for Another” © Olgaç Bozalp

Image 6
Donavon Smallwood, from the series „Languor“ © Donavon Smallwood

Image 7
Yushi Li and Steph Wilson, „The Feast, Inside“ from the series „Paintings, Dreams and Love“ © Yushi Li and Steph Wilson
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Image 8
Kata Geibl, from the series “There is Nothing New Under the Sun/See Daylight” © Kata Geibl

Image 9
Marvel Harris, from the series “Inner Journey” © Marvel Harris

Image 10
Donja Nasseri, from the series “Woman, who could be King” © Donja Nasseri

Image 11
Ritsch Sisters, from the series “The Act of Sitting” © Ritsch Sisters
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Image 12
Seif Kousmate, from the series “WAH’A”
© Seif Kousmate

Image 13
Diego Moreno, from the series “Malign Influences/The Holy Mountains” © Diego Moreno

Image 14
Ange-Fréderic Koffi, from the series “Le Grand Voyage – Version Courte” © Ange-Fréderic Koffi
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